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Abstract

Following advances in biotechnology, many new whole
genome sequences are becoming available every year. A
lot of useful information can be derived from the align-
ment and comparison of different genomes. However,
most of the current research focuses on pairwise genome
alignment, and only a few available applications can effi-
ciently align multiple genomes. In this paper, we present
an efficient approach to align closely related multiple
whole genomes, combining suffix arrays, graph theo-
retic formulation and existing tools for gap (short se-
quence) alignment. Our approach first finds a maximum
set of aligned conserved regions among multiple whole
genomes, then aligns the gaps between consecutive con-
served regions with Clustal W. We present two methods
to find the maximum set of aligned conserved regions
among whole genomes. In first method, called Direct
Matching (DM), multiple whole genomes are aligned
with their DNA sequences. However, because most parts
of prokaryotic genomes are encoded regions, we intro-
duce second method, Functional Matching (FM), to es-
pecially align multiple prokaryotic genomes with their
concatenated protein sequences. We present experimen-
tal results for both methods and give the analysis of the
results. The FM method generates much better results
for less closely related prokaryotic genomes than DM
method. It outputs more and longer conserved regions,
which conveys more accurate and detailed information
about the conservation and inheritance of genomes, and
generates more detailed alignments.

Keywords: Multiple Whole Genome Alignment, Con-
served Regions, Suffix Arrays, Cocomparability Graphs,
Prokaryotic Genomes.

1 Introduction

With advances in biotechnology, more and more whole
genome sequences begin to be available. At present
researchers are actively working on sequencing 284
prokaryotic genomes and 195 eukaryotic genomes. The
availability of whole genome sequences is opening great
possibilities for understanding the evolutionary process.
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Whole genome alignment is relatively new, however,
several methods have become available in recent years,
e.g. PIPMaker (Schwartz, Zhang, Frazer, et al 2000),
and SSAHA (Ning et al 2001). Researchers have fol-
lowed different approaches for whole genome align-
ment, for example, dynamic programming in DIALIGN
(Morgenstern, Frech, Dress & Werner 1998), hashing in
ASSIRC (Vincens et al 1998), and suffix trees in MUM-
mer (Delcher et al 1999) are employed.

Whole genome alignment between pairs of strains
from a single species often reveal evidence of extensive
regions that abruptly interrupt synteny. The inheritance
patterns and diversity within these regions holds signifi-
cant information regarding the nature of small and large-
scale evolutionary events that shaped the genomes. One
successful approach for pairwise alignment of the entire
genome sequences is MUMmer. The MUMmer software
system combines suffix tree, longest increasing subse-
quence (LIS), and Smith-Waterman algorithms to align a
pair of whole genomes. Recently, Brudnoet al (Brudno
& Morgenstern 2002) proposed another pairwise whole
genome alignment system LAGAN.

Compared with pairwise whole genome alignment,
multiple whole genome alignment is much more compli-
cated, and has higher time and space complexity. Many
existing alignment algorithms are only suitable for align-
ing short sequences, but not sequences at genome level.
One approach for multiple sequence alignment is Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) (Eddy 1995). It is a statistical
method that needs a large set of training data to construct
species specific models of genomes. Thus, this method is
not practical for multiple whole genome sequence align-
ment. Widely used FASTA (Lipman & Pearson 1988)
and BLAST (Altschul et al 1990) tools do not give satis-
factory results even for two whole genomes. An alterna-
tive approach to align multiple genomes is to select one
genome, and align all others against it. However, this
approach is difficult to work with, inefficient and unpre-
dictable. Two existing applications for multiple whole
genome alignment are MLAGAN (Brudno et al 2003)
and MGA (Hohl, Kurtz & Ohlebusch 2002). MLAGAN
is an extension of LAGAN for multiple genome align-
ment. MLAGAN is based on iterative pairwise align-
ment approach. It compares the synteny regions from
different species, however, it is not designed to efficiently
produce detailed alignment of closely related multiple
whole genomes. MGA uses an anchor-based alignment
approach, extending the basic idea used in MUMmer
to multiple genomes. It first finds a set of short subse-
quences, which are assumed to be part of a global align-
ment, as anchors, then closes the gaps between anchors.
It can be considered as an approach of divide and con-



quer.
Aligning multiple genomes can reveal significant in-

formation for bioscientific discovery. Such informa-
tion can provide a better view of the genetic inheritance
and polymorphic relationship among several organisms.
However, available solutions for this problem are far
from mature.

In this paper, we develop a new software system,
called EMAGEN (Efficient Multiple Alignment algo-
rithm for whole GENomes), for multiple whole genome
alignment. It is an anchor-based alignment system. De-
velopment of EMAGEN is based on a general approach
that combines suffix arrays and graph theoretic formula-
tion for multiple whole genome alignment. EMAGEN
first finds conserved regions among multiple genomes
in linear time. Then it obtains a maximum set of con-
served regions by a new graph theoretic approach. This
maximum set of conserved regions is used as anchors.
Furthermore, short subsequences between the anchors
can be aligned with existing multiple sequence alignment
tool Clustal W (Thompson, Higgins & Gibson 1994).

We develop two methods, Direct Matching (DM) and
Functional Matching (FM) to find the maximum set of
conserved regions. FM is particularly suitable for align-
ing prokaryotic genomes. The FM method generates
much better results for less closely related prokaryotic
genomes than DM method, which conveys more accu-
rate and detailed information about the conservation of
prokaryotic genomes.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we review and introduce concepts related
to suffix arrays, Maximal Unique Match, and graph the-
ory.

2.1 Suffix Arrays and MUMs

For a stringS, its suffix arraysa is a sorted array of
all the suffixes of the string (in lexicographical order)
(Manber & Myers 1993). Generally, the lengths of most
strings to be used with suffix arrays are smaller than232,
therefore, the positions of suffixes can be represented in4
bytes. In its basic form, a suffix array uses5n bytes for a
string of lengthn, with n bytes to store the original string
and 4n bytes to store the sorted positions of suffixes.
Compared to its variation suffix trees (Gusfield 1999),
a suffix array is much more space-efficient but has com-
petitive performance.
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Figure 1: An example of a suffix array. ’$’ denotes the end of the
string.

Let S be a string of lengthn, i.e. S = S[0..n − 1].
Si denotes theith suffix ofS, which isS[i..n− 1]. sa =

sa[0..n − 1] denotes the suffix array ofS.

Definition 1. For a suffix arraysa, thelcp (longest com-
mon prefix)value of an entryi, denoted bylcp[i], is de-
fined as follows:lcp[0] equals 0;lcp[i] equals the length
of the longest common prefix ofsa[i] andsa[i−1] when
i > 0.

Definition 2. For a suffix arraysa, theproceeding sym-
bol (ps)of a suffixSsa[i] is denoted byps[i]. Sops[i] =
S[sa[i] − 1]. ps[i] is undefined ifsa[i] = 0.

lcp[0..n-1] andps[0..n-1]of a suffix arraysa[0..n − 1]
can be obtained from the suffix array in linear time
(Kasai et al 2001).

Definition 3. For a suffix arraysa, Interval[i..j] is called
an l-Interval [i, j] if both lcp[i] andlcp[j + 1] is smaller
thanl, and the smallestlcp value for entryi + 1..j is l.
Thelengthof thel-Interval is (j − i + 1). Thelcp-string
of an l-Interval[i, j] is the stringS[sa[i]..sa[i] + l − 1].

There are several types of construction algorithms for
suffix arrays. The suffix array algorithm, proposed in
(Manber et al 1993), requiresO(nlogn) time with 4n
bytes of extra working space. Burkhardt reduced the ex-
tra working space requirement to sublinear while main-
taining the time complexity (Burkhardt & Kärkkäinen
2003). This algorithm builds suffix arrays with desirable
practical performance. Some linear time construction al-
gorithms also exist, but many of them achieve this linear
time complexity by first building a suffix tree, then ob-
taining the suffix array from the suffix tree. In practice,
these algorithms are not very efficient. The extra space
requirement is also very high. Several direct linear time
construction algorithms are also available. Kärkkäinen,
recently, proposed a very simple linear time direct con-
struction algorithm (Kärkkäinen & Sanders 2003).

The suffix array provides an efficient data structure to
search for a query in a very long text, to find repeats in
a string, and matches among multiple sequences. It has
numerous applications in text compression (Burrows &
Wheeler 1994), information retrieval (Sadakane 2000),
and bioinformatics (Abouelhoda, Kurtz & Ohlebusch
2002).

Combined with the longest common prefixes (lcp) in-
formation, we can simulate the bottom-up traversal of
a suffix tree in a suffix array. All the algorithms based
on the bottom-up traversal of the suffix trees can also
be implemented on suffix arrays coupled withlcp infor-
mation with much less space requirement (Abouelhoda
et al 2002).

Definition 4. A Maximal Unique Match (MUM)is a sub-
sequence that occurs only once in each sequence of a set
of multiple sequences and is not contained in a longer
such sequence. The symbols bounding a MUM in all the
sequences must not be the same (Delcher et al 1999).

GTCYIPVKVWYYILL

LNGTCLLWYYHVPVLDN

NDLPVYLGTCHECWYYK

Figure 2: There are3 MUMs among the above 3 strings:GTC, PV

andWY Y .

A suffix array can be used to find MUMs among a set
of sequences, which will be described in later sections.



2.2 Trapezoidal Graphs

By G = (V, E), we denote a finite, undirected and sim-
ple graph. For standard graph theory notations not given
here we refer to (Golumbic 1980).

Definition 5 ((Deogun, Kloks, Kratsch & Müller
1999)). A k-level trapeziodal diagramD(G) for a graph
G = (V, E) assigns to each vertexv of G a collection of
intervals

T (v) = 〈[liv, r
i
v] : liv, r

i
v ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2n},

liv < ri
v, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}〉

such that for eachi ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k} and any pair of dif-
ferent verticesv, w ∈ V the intervals[liv, r

i
v] and[liw, ri

w ]
have no endpoints in common. Furthermore,{v, w} ∈ E

iff either there is ani ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k} such that[liv, ri
v]

and [liw, ri
w] have nonempty intersection or there are

i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k} such thatliv < ri
v < liw < ri

w

andljv < rj
v < ljw < rj

w.

To understand the above definition, we show the fol-
lowing visualization of ak-level trapezoidal diagrm.k
parallel horizontal linesL1, L2, . . . , Lk are drown with
m points distributed on each line. A vertexv ∈ V is a
polygonQv, ak-trapezoid, obtained by joining consecu-
tive points in the chainl1v, l

2
v, . . . , l

d
v , rd

v , rd−1
v , . . . , r1

v, l1v.
{v, w} ∈ E if and only if Qv andQw have nonempty
intersection. A3-level trapezoidal diagram is shown in
Figure 3.

Definition 6. A graphG is ak-dimensional trapezoidal
graphif it has ak-level trapezoidal diagram.

Figure 3 gives an example of a3-dimensional trape-
zoidal graph and the corresponding3-level trapezoidal
diagram. In an earlier paper (Deogun et al 1999), we
establish relationship betweenk-trapezoidal and cocom-
parability graphs.
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Figure 3: An example of a3-level trapezoidal diagram and corre-
sponding3-dimensional trapezoidal graph.

Theorem 1 ((Deogun et al 1999)).Thek-trapezoidal
graphs are exactly the cocomparability graphs of par-
tially ordered sets of interval dimension at mostk.

Cocomparability graphs are complements of compa-
rability graphs, and thus a maximum independent set of
a k-trapezoidal graph can be found by finding a max-
imum clique in comparability graphs. The maximum
clique problem is NP-complete in general. However,
an O(|V |3) algorithm for finding maximum clique in
comparability graphs can be found in (Golumbic 1980)
and a linear time algorithm was presented recently in
(McConnell & Spinrad 1999). The theorem below fol-
lows from (McConnell et al 1999).

Theorem 2 ((McConnell et al 1999)). A maximum
clique of a comparability graph can be found inO(|V |+
|E|), i.e. linear time.

2.3 Longest Increasing Subsequence (LIS) of
MUMs and MUM Graphs

As mentioned before, all the MUMs among a set of
sequences can be found by suffix arrays. After all
the MUMs of a set of sequences have been identified,
each of the MUMs is labeled with an integer from
{1, 2, 3, . . . , m}, according to their positions in the first
sequence, wherem is the number of MUMs. This label
is a unique identifier of a MUM. The MUMs may ap-
pear in different order in different sequences according
to their positions in the corresponding sequences.

Definition 7. A MUM sequenceis a permutation of
MUM identifiers{1, 2, 3, . . . , m}, which corresponds to
the order of MUMs in a particular sequence.

Definition 8. A Longest Increasing Subsequence (LIS)
of a set ofMUMs, denoted byLIS-MUMs, is the largest
subset of the MUMs which appear in ascending order in
each of the MUM sequences. The MUMs in LIS-MUMs
are not covered by each other.

To find LIS-MUMs, we introduce the concepts of
MUM diagrams and MUM graphs, and show that the
class ofMUM graphsis same as the class oftrapezoidal
graphs. We represent a MUM sequence by nodes on a
horizontal line, where each node represents a MUM in
the sequence. Such a horizontal line is called aMUM
line. The concepts of MUM diagrams and MUM graphs
are defined as follows:

Definition 9. A k-level MUM diagramis a diagram de-
picting the structure of MUMs in different MUM se-
quences. It consists ofk MUM lines. The MUMs with
the same identifier on different MUM lines are joined to-
gether with line segments resulting in aMUM chain, see
Figure 4. A MUM chain for MUMx is denoted byCx.

Definition 10. A k-dimensional MUM graph, GMUM =
(VMUM , EMUM ), is the intersection graph of ak-level
MUM diagram, where the vertex set,VMUM , is the set of
MUM identifiers. Two verticesu andv are adjacent, i.e.
(u, v) ∈ EMUM , if and only if Cu andCv intersect. A
3-level MUM diagram, along with corresponding MUM
graph,GMUM , is given in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: An example of3-level MUM diagram and corresponding
3-dimensional MUM graph.

Lemma 3. A k-dimemsional MUM graph can be con-
structed inO(km2) time from ak-level MUM diagram,
wherem is the number of MUMs.

It is easy to see that the MUM diagram is, in fact, a
k-level trapezoidal diagram. The proposition below fol-
lows immediately.

Proposition 4. The class ofk-dimensional MUM graphs
is same as the class ofk-dimensional trapezoidal graphs.



It follows that a MUM graph,GMUM , is a cocompa-
rability graph. Therefore LIS-MUMs for a set of MUMs
can be found by finding a maximum independent set in
the MUM graph or equivalently by finding maximum
clique in corresponding comparability graphs. The theo-
rem below follows from the Theorems 1, 2 and Lemma
3.

Theorem 5. The time complexity of finding LIS-MUMs
for a set ofk MUM sequences, each of lengthm, is
O(km2), k ≥ 3.

3 Algorithm

In our algorithm, we first find the conserved regions
among a group of multiple genomes. Then we find a
maximum set of these conserved regions. The maximum
set of the conserved regions of a group of genomes is
likely to belong to the global alignment, therefore, the
conserved regions in it can be used as anchors in mul-
tiple whole genome alignment. Besides, gaps between
anchors can be further aligned with existing multiple se-
quence alignment tool Clustal W to generate detailed
alignment.

In our algorithm, we use Direct Matching (DM) and
Functional Matching (FM) methods to find the anchors
for global alignment for a group of genomes. In DM
method, anchors are found from the entire nucleotide se-
quences of a group of genomes. FM method only fo-
cuses on the coding regions of the prokaryotic genomes.
Therefore, FM is especially suitable for prokaryotic
genomes. In the following, we describe details of both
DM and FM methods.

3.1 Direct Matching (DM) method

The main problem in DM method is to find the LIS-
MUMs for k sequences. We first find the MUMs, and use
the MUM diagram to define a MUM graph,GMUM . As
described in the previous section, the problem of finding
LIS-MUMs is solved by finding a maximum independent
set of the MUM graph,GMUM . The DM algorithm can
be divided into 3 steps.

3.1.1 Step 1: Find MUMs of a group of Multiple
Genomes

To find the MUMs for a group of genomes, we use
the suffix array. Suppose we havek genome sequences
S1, S2, . . . , Sk. First, we develop a sequenceS =
S1$1S2$2..$Sk$k by concatenating all the genome nu-
cleotide sequences, terminating different sequences with
different separating symbols. Then a suffix arraysa is
built for S in O(n).

Givenk sequences,S1, S2, . . . , Sk, the concatenated
stringS = S1$1S2$2..$Sk$k and suffix arraysa for S,
we definesequence order (so)value andMUM-Interval
as follows:

Definition 11. Thesequence order (so)value of an en-
try i in S, denoted byso[i], is the order of the sequence
within which the suffixSsa[i] begins. Ifsa[i] begins from
separating symbols, thenso[i] is undefined.

Definition 12. An l-Interval[i, j] is called a MUM-
Interval if the length of l-Interval[i, j] is k;
so[i], . . . , so[j] are pairwise distinct; andps[i], . . . , ps[j]
are not the same value.

From the definition of theMUM-Interval, the lcp-
stringof aMUM-Interval[i,j] occurs exactly once in each
of the k sequences. Besides thislcp-string can not be
contained in a longer such sequence. Otherwise, either
the ps[i], . . . , ps[j] will be same, or the length of the
l-Interval will be larger thank. So thelcp-string of a
MUM-Interval[i,j] , S[sa[i]..sa[i] + l − 1], is a MUM.

We can scan the suffix array forS to find MUM-
Intervals and output the MUMs. The simplest way is
to check allIntervalswhich are oflength k. We em-
ploy a different method, described below, to speed up the
process of finding all theMUM-Intervals.

Definition 13. An l-Interval[i, j] is called aMaximum l-
Interval if all of lcp[i+1], . . . , lcp[j] have the same value
l.

It is easy to findMaximum l-Intervalsby scanning the
suffix array. AMUM-Interval is aMaximum l-Interval,
or it contains aMaximum l-Interval. So we first scan the
suffix array to locateMaximum l-Intervals. For aMax-
imum l-Intervalof lengthk, we check if it is aMUM-
Interval. If the length of aMaximum l-Intervalis smaller
thank, we find if anl-Interval of lengthk exists which
contains thisMaximum l-Interval. If such anl-Interval
exists, we check if it is aMUM-Interval. We can find all
MUM-Intervalsby scanning the suffix array once. So to
find all MUMs from the suffix array costs linear time.

Example 6. Figure 5 shows a suffix array of three
sequencesS1 = a b d b c e, S2 = b c b e a d,
and S3 = a b c d e. As shown in the figure,l-
Interval[0, 2], l-Interval[3, 5], l-Interval[11, 13] and l-
Interval[14, 16] are MUM-Intervals which denote four
MUMs: (a), (bc), (d), (e). These four MUMs are la-
beled with index set{1, 2, 3, 4}. In accordance with
convention described in Section 2.3, these MUMs are
presented as:1 = (a), 2 = (d), 3 = (bc), and
4 = (e). l-Interval[8, 10] is not aMUM-Intervalbecause
ps[8], ps[9] andps[10] have the same value b.
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Figure 5: A suffix array for three sequences listed above with the
lcp, ps, soinformation.



3.1.2 Step 2: Construct ak-level MUM Diagram
and a k-dimensional MUM Graph

After the MUMs are found,k MUM sequences are de-
veloped, and ak-level MUM diagram is constructed.
A k-dimensional MUM graph is defined accordingly.
This step takesO(km2) time wherek is the number of
genomes andm is the number of MUMs found.

The MUM diagram and MUM graph,GMUM , for the
MUMs found inS1, S2 andS3 are shown in Figure 6.

3

4

2

1

4321

Figure 6: A 3-level MUM diagram and its MUM graph,GMUM .
The dashed lines denote the complement graphGMUM .

3.1.3 Step 3: Find Independent Set in the MUM
Graph and Output the LIS-MUMs

As stated above, finding the LIS-MUMs is equivalent to
finding a maximum independent set of ak-dimensional
MUM graph which can be found by finding maximum
clique in the corresponding comparablitiy graph.

In our example, the maximum clique in the comple-
ment graphGMUM (see Figure 6) is{1, 2}, or {3, 4},
which is the independent set inGMUM . So the LIS
for sequencesS1, S2 andS3 is {a, d}, or {bc, e}. They
are actually the conserved regions if we consider the se-
quencesS1, S2 andS3 as genomes.

This step requiresO(m + e) time, wherem is the
number of MUMs ande is the number of edges in
GMUM .

3.2 Functional Matching (FM)

In prokaryotic genomes, a large part of the genome se-
quences are coding regions. It is known that coding
regions are more conserved, and are more interesting,
therefore, Functional Matching (FM) method is intro-
duced to specifically align the coding regions among
multiple prokaryotic genomes. In Functional Match-
ing method, concatenated amino acid sequences are con-
structed to represent genomes instead of the original nu-
cleotide sequences. Then maximum sets of conserved re-
gions from these long amino acid sequences are found as
anchors for alignment. These anchors are actually short
amino acid subsequences, which are mapped back to the
nucleotide sequences positions. Based on research ob-
jectives, we follow two different approaches in FM:Sim-
ple ApproachandComprehensive Approach.

In Simple Approach, the anchors are output as two in-
dependent sets while, inComprehensive Approach, only
one set of anchors are generated.

3.2.1 Simple Approach:Pre-processing

During the pre-processing, concatenated amino acid se-
quences are constructed to represent the prokaryotic

genomes to be aligned. It is known that each prokary-
otic genome has a variety of genes. Each gene is respon-
sible for coding a protein that is presented by an amino
acid sequence. A protein can be coded in two directions,
forward or backward. For convenience, we call them for-
ward or backward proteins.

Definition 14. A forward Virtual Genome Sequence
(VGS)is obtained by concatenating all the forward pro-
tein sequences in a genome. Abackward VGSis obtained
by concatenating all the reversed backward protein se-
quences in a genome.

forward VGS

Genome
......

......

Figure 7: The concatenation of a forward VGS.

backward VGS

Genome

......

......

Figure 8: The concatenation of a backward VGS. The backward
proteins are reversed before concatenation.

In the pre-processing step, a forward VGS and a back-
ward VGS are constructed for each genome. The rela-
tionship between the proteins and genes, along with the
positions of genes in the genome, is saved for the post-
processing step.

3.2.2 Simple Approach:Finding LIS-ASMs

In Simple Approach, the forward and backward VGSs
are grouped separately to form theforwardandbackward
VGS sets. Either set of VGSs is aligned just like a set of
nucleotide sequences.

Definition 15. An amino acid MUM subsequence (AMS)
is a MUM found in a set of VGSs. Following the defi-
nition of MUM, an AMS has exactly oneoccurrencein
each VGS.

Definition 16. An AMS is called aforward (or back-
ward) AMS if it is found from the forward (or back-
ward) VGS set. An AMS is called acrossingAMS if
one or more of its occurrences are composed of amino
acids from more than one protein. Otherwise, it is called
a simpleAMS.

Definition 17. A Functional Segment Match (FSM)is
the nucleotide subsequence corresponding to an AMS.

Two sets of LIS of AMSs, denoted by LIS-AMSs,
are computed from the forward and backward VGS sets
by the DM algorithm described earlier. These LIS-
AMSs are called forward and backward LIS-AMSs re-
spectively.

3.2.3 Simple Approach:Post-processing

In the post-processing step, the forward and backward
LIS-ASMs are mapped back to their coding nucleotide
genome sequences.



It should be noted that a simple AMS can be mapped
back directly, while a crossing AMS is split into several
simple sub-AMSs, which are mapped back separately,
based on composing protein sequences.

Figure 9 gives a simple illustration of the mapping
back of a forward crossing ASM. In the figure, theoccur-
renceof the ASM in VGS2 is composed of amino acids
from two proteins. The crossing ASM is therefore split
into two sub-ASMs and mapped back to two FSMs. A
backward crossing ASM is mapped back similarly. The
number of the outputted FSMs may be larger than the
number of the LIS-ASMs as a result.
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Figure 9: Mapping back of a forward crossing AMS.

Finally, two sets of LIS of FSMs, denoted by LIS-
FSMs, are generated separately as the conserved cod-
ing regions, e.g. the forward and backward LIS-FSMs.
These two sets of FSMs are equivalent to the LIS-MUMs
output by EMAGEN and can serve as anchors for further
alignments.

3.2.4 Comprehensive Approach for FM

In Simple Approach, because the forward LIS-ASMs and
backward LIS-ASMs are found separately, the forward
and backward LIS-FSMs can not be combined. Either
set of LIS-FSMs represents conservation among the mul-
tiple genomes. To find the global conservation, a Com-
prehensive Approach of EMAGEN-FM can be chosen.

In the Comprehensive Approach, the pre-processing
step remains the same as in Simple Approach. Aforward
VGS set and abackwardVGS set are constructed for a
group of genomes.

After the forward VGS set and thebackwardVGS
set are formed, the forward and backward ASMs are ob-
tained from them. Unlike the Simple Approach, the two
sets of AMSs are mapped back immediately to generate
two sets of FSMs. Those derived forward and backward
sets of FSMs are combined to form a Comprehensive Set
of FSMs, and the global LIS-FSMs are found from this
set. Obviously, the post-processing step is not needed in
the Comprehensive Approach.

3.3 Time Complexity of DM and FM Algorithm

As explained before, construction of a suffix array and
computation of all MUMs of a group ofk genomes
requires linear, that isO(n), time, wheren is the to-
tal length of all input sequences. The next step is to
transform ak-level MUM diagram into ak-dimensional
trapezoidal graph. The time complexity of defining ak-
dimensional trapezoidal graph,GMUM , from a k-level
MUM diagram isO(m2), wherem is the number of
MUMs andk, the number of sequences, can be treated as

a constant. A maximum clique of the complement graph
GMUM can be found inO(m+e), wheree is the number
of edges inGMUM (McConnell et al 1999). These cover
all the steps in the DM method. Now,e = O(m2), and
therefore complexity of the DM is dominated byO(m2).

It is commonly accepted thatm � n, the total length
of all input genome sequences (Delcher et al 1999). It
may be not unreasonable to assume thatm2 ≤ c ∗ n,
wherec is a constant andn is the total length of a group
of whole genomes. Therefore, the overall time complex-
ity of DM method can be deemed as linear, i.e.O(n) for
finding the maximum set of conserved regions for multi-
ple whole genome alignment.

In order to determine the time complexity of FM
method, we also need to analyze the pre-processing and
post-processing steps. It can be easily seen that the pre-
processing can be finished inO(n) time, where n is the
total length of the genomes. The post-processing for FM
Simple Approach can be easily finished inO(m2) time,
where m now is the number of AMSs found. From our
previous analysis of the time complexity of DM the ex-
perimental results, it can also be assumed thatm2 ≤ c∗n
, wherec is a constant. In the Comprehensive Method,
the mapping back process is moved to an earlier stage,
which does not alter the total time complexity. There-
fore, the overall time complexity of FM is not changed.
It can still be deemed as linear, i.e.O(n).

3.4 Closing Gaps between LIS-MUMs

As mentioned before, gaps between LIS-MUMs can be
further aligned with Clustal W to get detailed alignments.
A threshold is set as the maximum length of the gaps
which should be aligned with Clustal W. The time to
generate detailed alignments of the gaps depends on the
threshold.

4 Experimental Results

Our software system, EMAGEN, can be used to study
properties of conserved regions and inheritance of the
microorganisms. It can also identify the regions that dif-
ferentiate one strain from others. In practice, we need to
set the threshold of the minimum length of MUMs. More
than one thresholds in decreasing order can be set. For
example, we can input two thresholds. The first thresh-
old should be larger than the second one. MUMs above
the first threshold will be processed first to find the LIS-
MUMs. Other MUMs above the second threshold be-
tween the consecutive LIS-MUMs above the first thresh-
old will be aligned recursively.

In this section, we display experimental results of
EMAGEN and compare its performance to that of MGA.
MGA is also an anchor-based multiple whole genome
alignment application. It usesvirtual suffix treeto find
MultiMEMs, which are maximal matches among multi-
ple sequences. Then MGA finds chained matches from
MultiMEMs. The chained matches in MGA are equiva-
lent to LIS-MUMs. The gaps between chained matches
can be further aligned recursively, or with existing tools.
All the experiments are made on a SunBlade1000 work-
station with1G memory. A detailed study of extensive
experimental results will be reported in a later paper. We
test on both methods, Direct Matching and Functional
Matching, to find the anchors. Short gaps between an-
chors, whose lengths are shorter below a user-specified
threshold, can be further aligned with Clustal W. The



final detailed alignment depends on the gap threshold
and the options the user choose, so we don’t include
the analysis of final detailed alignment in this section.
Compared to MGA, EMAGEN shows several advan-
tages. For highly conserved genomes, like three strains
of E. coli, EMAGEN-DM is more efficient than MGA to
find anchors, more than two times faster, but produces
almost same or comparable results. For less closely
related prokaryotic genomes, EMAGEN-FM generates
many more anchors than MGA, and thus leads to more
revelation of the conservation and the better detailed
alignment.

4.1 Experimental Results of EMAGEN-DM

In this section, we describe experiments performed on
different groups of genomes with EMAGEN-DM.

We choose different strains ofE. coli andS. pyogenes
as data set to show the performance of EMAGEN-DM
and compare it with MGA. The name of the genomes are
listed in the following table.

Group I
1 E. coli K12
2 E. coli O157H7
3 E. coli O157H7 EDL933

Group II
1 S. pyogenes
2 S. pyogenes MGAS315
3 S. pyogenes MGAS8232
4 S. pyogenes SSI-1

Table 1: Experiment data set.

The MUMs and LIS-MUMs for three strains ofE.
coli are shown in Figure 10. In EMAGEN-DM, we im-
pose a threshold of 20 bps on the minimum length of a
MUM. As we can observe from Figure 10(a), there are
only a few inconsistent or scattered MUMs. It should
be noted that the number of MUMs found varies with
the threshold of MUMs. As the threshold increases, the
total number of MUMs decreases. After the alignment,
the LIS-MUMs are perfectly aligned on a smooth diago-
nal line as shown on in Figure 10(b). The only obvious
break between bp positions of 1 and 2 millions indicates
that the major difference among three strains is located
in this region.

Experimental statistics for both EMAGEN-DM and
MGA are displayed in Table 2 and Table 3. The run-
ning time of both EMAGEN-DM of MGA has two val-
ues. For EMAGEN-DM, the first value of running time
is the time to build a suffix array for a group of genomes;
the second value is the time to the find LIS-MUMs us-
ing the suffix array. For MGA, the first value of running
time is the time to build virtual suffix tree for a group of
genomes, the second values is the time to find the chain
matches from the virtual suffix tree. Compared with
MGA, EMAGEN-DM shows some favorable results. For
three highly conserved strains ofE. coli, EMAGEN-DM
method generates almost the same results as MGA with
noticeably shorter time. For four less highly conserved
strains ofS. pyogenes, EMAGEN-DM method also gen-
erates comparable results in much less time.

The graphs in Figure 11 show the alignments of the
LIS-MUMs of other groups of three and four genomes.
From the graphs of the LIS-MUMs, it is easy to watch the
conservation of a group of genomes. As the number of

Figure 10: (a) shows the plot of MUMs and (b) that of LIS-MUMs.
Each point in the graphs corresponds to a MUM. The x-axis is the po-
sitions inE.coli K12, y-axis is the positions in other genomes.

EMAGEN-DM MGA
Running time 178.58 + 534.51 +

(second) 223.46 441.46
Number of
LIS-MUMs 34612 34922

(chained matches)
Total length

of LIS-MUMs 3484053 3547621
(matches)

Table 2: Experimental statistics for Group I: three strains ofE. coli.
We choose 1000:20 as threshold for both DM and MGA to generate
anchors.

the genomes in a group increases, the conserved regions
become shorter and fewer.

4.2 Experimental results of EMAGEN-FM

For less closely related prokaryotic genomes, we can use
EMAGEN-FM to provide much better results. We use a
group of three genomes,L. monocytogenes, L. innocua
and S. aureus, as the experiment data to show the im-
provement of EMAGEN-FM. We set the threshold of the
minimum length of ASMs as 7 which is equivalent to
MUM length 21 because an amino acid is encoded by
three nucleotides. The output results of the forward LIS-
FSMs, backward LIS-FSMs by Simple Approach and
global LIS-FSMs by Comprehensive Approach, along
with the LIS-MUMs generated by the EMAGEN-DM
with the same group of genomes, are displayed in the
following. Their results are summarized in Table 4.

Figure 12 and 13 gives a flavor of differences be-
tween the EMAGEN-DM and EMAGEN-FM, where a



EMAGEN-DM MGA
Running time 70.61 + 338.13 +

(second) 15.57 382.14
Number of
LIS-MUMs 3781 5503

(chained matches)
Total length

of LIS-MUMs 425309 626112
(matches)

Table 3: Experimental statistics for Group II: four strains ofS. pyo-
genes. We choose 500:20 as threshold for both EMAGEN-DM and
MGA to generate anchors.

Number of
MUMs/FSMs/matches

Forward
LIS-FSMs 1089
Backward
LIS-FSMs 1206

Global
LIS-FSMs 2244

LIS-MUMs 88
chained matches

by MGA 334

Table 4: Experimental statistics for three genomes:L. monocyto-
genes, L. innocuaandS. aureus.

comparison of LIS-MUMs by EMAGEN-DM with dif-
ferent sets of LIS-FSMs by EMAGEN-FM is shown.

The number of LIS-FSMs found with EMAGEN-
FM are much larger than the number of LIS-MUMs
found with EMAGEN-DM and that of chained matches
by MGA. Compared with the curve of LIS-MUMs,
the curves for LIS-FSMs in the graphs are much more
smooth. Besides, global LIS-FSMs show more similari-
ties among the genomes than others. One question may
arise that if those LIS-FSMs are real conserved regions
or just random matches. We check the LIS-ASMs which
are mapped back to generate these LIS-FSMs. All LIS-
ASMs have exactly one occurrence in one VGS by defi-
nition. Those occurrence are in one or more proteins in
the VGSs. Most LIS-ASMs have all the occurrences in
the proteins in different VGSs with same or very similar
properties. So these LIS-FSMs are likely true conserved
regions. From the experimental results, it can be seen
that EMAGEN-FM produces much larger maximum sets
of conserved regions than EMAGEN-DM, which convey
more detailed information about conservation and inher-
itance of prokaryotic genomes. This is because that dif-
ferent codons can encode the same amino acid, which
has the effect of approximate matching. The different
sets of LIS-FSMs are also used as anchors for multiple
alignment to produce much more detailed global align-
ments. Since this method only finds anchors from the
coding regions, it is more efficient, and the results may
lead to more biological insight.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a new software system,
called EMAGEN, for multiple whole genome alignment.

Figure 11: Graph (a) shows the plot of LIS-MUMs of the group of
three genomesL. monocytogenes, L. innocuaandS. aureus. (b) shows
the LIS-MUMs of the group of four genomesL. monocytogenes, L. in-
nocua, S. aureusandS. pneumoniae. The points in each graph represent
LIS-MUMs. The x-axis represents the positions in genomeL. monocy-
togenes, and the y-axis denotes the positions in other genomes of the
group.

Alignment of multiple whole genome sequences is an
important problem, because it can provide significant in-
formation about inheritance and polymorphism of mul-
tiple whole genomes. We present an efficient anchor-
based algorithm in EMAGEN to align multiple whole
genome sequences. Development of EMAGEN is based
on a general approach that combines suffix arrays, graph
theoretic formulation, and short sequence alignment tool
for multiple whole genome alignment. We present graph
theoretic argumentation to prove that our algorithm has
almost linear complexity to find the maximum set of con-
served regions as anchors.

Two methods are developed to find anchors among
multiple genomes. The first method, Direct Matching
(EMAGEN-DM) is used for finding anchors of multiple
whole genomes with their DNA sequences. The second
method, Functional Matching (EMAGEN-FM) is used
for finding anchors of multiple prokaryotic genomes.
Gaps between anchors are further aligned by Clustal W
to produce detailed alignments.

Experiments conducted to evaluate both methods and
analysis of experimental results are also presented. Both
EMAGEN-DM and EMAGEN-FM successfully find the
maximum set of conserved regions as anchors among a
group of multiple whole genomes. For the limited exper-
iments, we conduct that EMAGEN-DM is more than two
times faster than MGA to find anchors for highly con-
served genomes. EMAGEN-FM generates much better
results for less closely related prokaryotic genomes than
EMAGEN-DM and MGA. These results shows more ac-
curate and detailed information about the conservation of



Figure 12: The alignment of the forward LIS-FSMs, backward LIS-
FSMs of three genomes:L. monocytogenes, L. innocuaandS. aureus.

prokaryotic genomes.
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